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Abstract

A Dataset for Learning Conversational Style

By Roshan Regula

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Gopala Anumanchipalli

Chat has become a prevalent use case for large language models in the AI age. Chat applications
are commonly built off a pretrained model that is proficient at language and is subsequently
finetuned for a specific domain with related conversational data. The resulting model excels
empirically on the chosen topic while providing responses mimicking a real conversation.
However, all these conversational datasets focus on maintaining domain emphasis while ignoring
uniformity of sources. Furthermore, samples are constrained to prevent unsafe speech. As a
result, conversational style is lost, and the downstream result is a chat bot that very much
converses as a robot. In this work, we curate a conversational dataset composed of samples
coming from a single source. We scrape Reddit’s public data to group comments and responses
based on individual users while putting no constraints on the contents of the conversation. The
dataset is particularly sourced from the AskReddit subreddit and contains upwards of 12000
samples for each of 10 different users. We then evaluate the dataset by finetuning with various
PEFT methods in addition to a RAG application. We find that RAG performs subpar to the PEFT
methods on this dataset and, amongst the finetuning methods, LoRA achieves the best results in
terms of perplexity. We also verify from sample prompting that the LoRA model produces
responses indicative of human-like conversational style that is specific to the Reddit user in
question.
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I. Introduction

Large Language Models have become increasingly popular in recent times with new models
being released almost daily. As new models continue to improve in performance, they also get
substantially larger [1]. Even older generation models like Llama 2 70b [2], which is 130Gb in
size, require special hardware and are usually hosted on cloud environments. Despite models
being ubiquitous, the means of being able to use or serve them are substantially greater [3]. In
this paper, we focus on smaller models, specifically RedPajama-Chat-3B [4] and Pythia 1B [5],
that can be served on smaller and more personal devices such as laptops and even phones.

While all models start with basic pretraining on large corpi of textual data, they often go
through various after training methods to excel at certain downstream tasks. Amongst these, one
of the most popular applications of LLMs is in the domain of chat conversations. Chat models go
through an after-training process that exposes them to large datasets of conversations between
different agents. Chat datasets can contain upwards of ten thousand conversation samples all
centered around a specific task type. Some popular open-source examples include the WikiQA
[6] Corpus specializing on open domain question answer style chats, the LMSYS-Chat-1M [7]
dataset curating conversations between users and 25 different state-of-the-art LLMs, and more.
These datasets specialize on a certain topic, but they all contain samples collected from multiple
sources. This helps them learn a specific domain, but not a specific source. To the best of our
knowledge, no trainable data set exists that captures conversations from a single source. With
such a data source, models could be trained to achieve a finer granularity, and potentially learn
the conversational style of the source. In this work, we aim to curate a dataset of online
conversation from the popular online forum Reddit, sourcing thousands of samples pertaining to
individual users. With the curated dataset, we run various finetuning methods to evaluate the
efficacy of the datasets.
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II. Background

A. Reddit
Reddit is a web forum that was founded in 2005 and has exploded in popularity, boasting a user
base of 73 million daily users. The forum is broken down into various subreddits that represent a
specific topic or community that users can converse about. Reddit is founded on the principle of
online democracy giving users a free speech platform for any plausible topic. User content can
have varying levels of restriction with popular public forums being particularly liberal. We
decided to focus on the AskReddit subreddit, a forum designed as a QA platform with no
restriction on question topics. While the factuality and legitimacy of the content might be
questionable, it is undoubtedly a great source of natural textual conversation spanning a large
population and having a long history.

Reddit’s public comments dataset is a popular source in many studies relating to social
sciences, linguistics, and computer science. Topics vary from the spread of misinformation [8] to
training content safety filters [9], but in all scenarios the data is always grouped according to
topic rather than authorship. By gathering on users, the topic becomes the user themselves giving
insight to their conversational styles and practices like slang, grammar, idioms, etc.

B. ClickHouse & LitGPT
ClickHouse [10] is an opensource data processing service that specializes in analyzing large
datasets. It utilizes a column-oriented data storage solution that enables quick analysis of large
volumes. Additionally, it supports every popular datasource format and boasts proprietary
compression capabilities that reduce the storage burden of such datasets. ClickHouse interfaces
via SQL making data processing extremely intuitive and simple.

Once the data has finished processing, LitGPT [11] enables the evaluation pipeline
chosen for this project. It provides an opensource solution for custom finetuning with various
methodologies and inferential evaluation. It is built off Lightning Fabric, a framework that
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removes the overhead of boilerplate distributed training. With LitGPT, we are able to do fully
sharded data parallel training, drastically improving training times and costs.

C. PEFT
Parameter efficient finetuning [12] involves avoiding retraining the entirety of a model to
increase proficiency on a specific task. PEFT is a suite of finetuning methodologies with varying
tradeoffs in downstream performance vs training time and cost. Adapter [13][14] is the simplest
of the group, introducing a prefix trainable layer before the attention blocks of the LLM. The
parameters of the original model stay frozen, and the much smaller adapter layer is trained to fit
the finetuning data. Adapter V2 adds to this by introducing a trainable bias and scaling factor to
each adapter layer.

LoRA [15], or low rank adapter, is more widely used, and involves training a lower rank
approximation of the weight matrices of the original model. Once again, the original models’
parameters stay frozen while the lora adapters are trained. Trained model parameters represent an
understanding of the structure of data and LoRA assumes that this structure can be represented at
a lower rank while having minimal degradation in accuracy. The greater the rank of the adapter
the closer we get to full finetuning. Finally, while LoRA only includes adapters for the query and
value blocks, QLoRA [16] considers query, value, key, projection, and mlp layers. The work on
QLoRA insists that this methodology comes closest in performance in comparison to full
finetuning.

D. RAG
Retrieval augmented training [17][18] avoids finetuning all together by capitalizing on
contextual learning. The idea is based on the principle of imitation for learning and involves
fetching relevant samples that act as examples to the model. The rank of these samples is based
on some ranking or embedding model which measures how close other samples are to the
prompt in question. The model is then prompted with similar samples, that contain input and
output, followed by the actual prompt.
RAG has been shown to reduce LLM hallucination and promote more evidence-based
generations inspired by existing data. It combines the generalizability of pre-trained models with
explicitly retrieved relevant examples. While it removes the overhead of finetuning, it introduces
the issue of being able to scale efficiently.

E. Pythia & RedPajama
Pythia is a scientific suite of trained models with increasing size. All models followed the same
transparent architecture and training loop and achieved performance comparable to the similarly
sized OPT models [19] at the time. In comparison to other suites of models, Pythia reports full
transparency of training data, model architecture, and training order. Pythia replicates the
architecture choices of SOTA LLMs including the classic attention framework [20] followed by
dense layers. They also follow the popular choice of using rotary embeddings [21] for positional
information. In the training loop, they utilize flash attention [22] and parallel attention and FFN
layers to improve training times with no performance degradation. All models are trained via
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data and tensor parallelism with the Adam [23] and ZeRO [24] optimizers. Despite deviating to
training on large batch sizes, they don’t face the issue of convergence that normally follows. The
dataset they is the Pile dataset [25] with the GPT-NeoX [26] tokenizer and they train on 300B
tokens, similar to the GPT3 [27] and OPT suites. In our work, we choose to evaluate with the 1B
variant of the Pythia suite.
RedPajama builds on the Pythia models by following the Llama recipe and training on an
additional 800B tokens. The model we use in evaluation is the RedPajama Chat variant, which
was finetuned on the Dolly v2.0 [28] and OASST1 [29] chat datasets.
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III. Methodologies

A. Data Processing
We first start by curating the dataset from Reddit grouped by users. The source data is stored in
public AWS s3 buckets ranging from 2008 to 2023. We run a script that scrapes the data
sequentially from each year and process it. For every year we narrow our search to only the
AskReddit subreddit to drastically reduce downstream processing times. As we are interested in
data originating from a single source, we rank authors by subreddit activity in 2022, the year
with the most amount of data. From the 2.9 billion comments, we isolate the 30 most active users
and conduct a manual profile verification to root out new users or bot accounts. At the end we
are left with 10 users that have upwards of 5000 comments in 2022 alone and an established
history on the platform. By filtering on these users across all 15 years, we gather upwards of
12000 comments per user.

To create usable data samples, we need to link comments with originals and responses.
For this we run a SQL join on all the samples from the AskReddit subset for each year to create
relations between the reply from our chosen user and the author of the original comment. Each
data now consists of an author and a conversation they participated in. With the samples
collected for the chosen users across every year, we now prepare the data by removing deleted
content and thresholding content length. We utilize the same GPT-NeoX tokenizer used by both
Pythia and RedPajama models to quantify the size of all responses and select only entries that
fall under the 2048 max sequence length supported by these models. This substantially decreases
the amount of trainable data down to 8000 for the most active user, but this would not be a
problem with more current models that have support for much larger contexts. We do a 80/20
split on the data to create a training and test set.
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Table 1: a) 2022 subreddits ranked by number of comments. AskReddit contains the most data
and offers breadth by containing conversation on various topics. b) 2022 top 10 authors by
usage. Many authors turn out to be bot accounts and need to be verified manually. c) Total data
quantity available and processed for each year

B. Prompt Formatting
We apply two different prompt formatting [30] schemes corresponding to the two different
models we evaluate with. For the Pythia1B model, which is just a pretrained model, we apply an
instruct style formatting where we prompt the model with the parent comment and tell it to reply
to the message with the reply being the response of the user in this case. For the RedPajama Chat
model, which was finetuned with a specific prompt, we follow the same format, which mimics
traditional conversational formatting.

Figure 1: top) Instruction style prompt formatting. The example instruction is always ‘Respond
to the following comment’. bottom) <human> is parent comment and <bot> is the chosen user
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C. Finetuning
We finetune each user across varying PEFT methodologies using RedPajama model. We do not
include the Pythia model due to it being a pretrained model. Separately, we use the instructor
embedding model to compute data embeddings and develop a ranking based on similarity. We
use these similarity rankings to run retrieval augmented generation using varying number of
examples on both base models. We maintain the same respective prompting for each model,
repeating conversations for the chat format, and listing multiple Instruction/Response pairs for
the instruction format. Training is conducted on RTX A5000 GPUs ranging from 2 to 6 GPUs
depending on availability and model size. All models are trained for 5 epochs.

Figure 2: Left) Architectural composition of frozen base model and finetuned adapters for LoRA.
Right) LoRA parameters used during finetuning. Only query and value layers have adapters
trained at a rank of 8.
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IV. Results and Analysis

Evaluation for chat models is still a developing field and most metrics like RTE [31] and STSB
[32] evaluate on coherency of the chat and for all current chat tasks, that is sufficient. Existing
chat applications are domain oriented in that their objective is to converse on a specific topic.
The facets of evaluation become accuracy of content and fluency of speech. In the case of chat in
the domain of conversational style, both accuracy and fluency can vary greatly. A user could
give completely incorrect information in their response or completely ignore the original
comment and respond in a way that seems irresponsive. However, the situation can still have
valuable information on the conversation style of the user. To this extent, we decided to evaluate
all training methods with perplexity to verify that non-domain-oriented data can still be used to
effectively teach a model to replicate style.

Table 2: RedPajama Chat model’s perplexity scores as evaluated on 5 of the users from the
dataset. The base model is finetuned with the 4 PEFT methods for each user with the base model
as the control

The model successfully learns the conversation data and achieves the best performance
with the LoRA method. We used a rank of 8 for the decomposition matrices and only finetuned
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for the query and value layers. Unlike traditional chat data, our data spanned various topics and
domains, with only the user’s conversational style being consistent across the samples. The
model's perplexity and sample responses both suggest that the model can learn to imitate the
user's speech.

Figure 3: Left) Example comment and reply from RedPajama Chat base model. Right) Example
response for the same prompt from Chat model inferenced with finetuned LoRA adapters.

From sampling responses, we observe the finetuned model to generate a much more
informal response that addresses the prompt but is more human-like with respect to style. With
the base model, we receive a formal response stereotypical of a chat bot. The trained model’s
response uses contractions, a grammar style that feels normal during regular conversation, but
rarely appears within regular chatbot responses. Additionally, the model even uses the term
‘banger’ to describe the movie, an informal adjective term that describes something in an
energetic and elevated manner.
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Table 3: Top) RedPajama Chat RAG perplexity scores with varying numbers of examples across
5 users. The instructor embedding model was used to compute the embeddings that determined
similarity between samples. Bottom) Pythia 1B RAG perplexity scores with varying numbers of
examples across all 10 users. NaN indicates input prompts that became too large for the model.

The RAG results are significantly worse than the finetuned methods and fail to achieve the sare
accuracy as even adapter v1. This suggests that RAG is better suited for cases where factual
accuracy is more important. Additionally, RAG tries to find examples where the parent
comments are similar, not the responses of the user. While one can expect similar responses to
similar questions for traditional domain-oriented chats, this dataset’s goal is to capture style, not
informational accuracy.
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V. Conclusion
Our work consisted of two main objectives: a) to curate a dataset composed of conversation
samples from a single source and b) to evaluate Finetuning and RAG on this dataset to verify
that the data can teach the model to pick up on a user’s conversational style. By utilizing
ClickHouse, we successfully develop a framework for collecting and formatting sample from
large volumes of raw conversations. With LitGPT, we finetune with various methods and
conduct RAG to find that LoRA achieves the best performance with respect to perplexity. RAG
fails to proficiently learn from the samples.

The objective of this work was to lay the groundwork for future studies into
conversational style learning and we do so by proposing the Reddit User Conversations Dataset.
In the future we would like to further explore evaluation on this dataset with new models and
ablations. Some models that are of particular interest include Microsoft’s Phi 3 and the latest
Llama 3 variants. While we finetuned with different methods, ablation studies were out of the
scope of this project. Sweeping hyperparameters could reveal more optimal settings leading to
increased model performance. Additionally, vanilla RAG does not work well for us, but different
ranking/embedding models and algorithms could provide valuable insight into a more robust
generation that does not rely on any finetuning.

Our envisioned use case for style-oriented chat models is personal assistants like that of
Siri or Alexa and to that end we try to constrain ourselves to models small enough to be hosted
on these edge devices. Aligned with this, we would like to explore quantized models and how
they fare on this data to maintain small model size while capturing the astounding performance
of larger models.
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